Changing Areas
Locking systems
The decision for a certain locking system for the lockers
does not only determine the extent of security and comfort
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you provide for your customers. It also has an effect on the

Bench seat out of 10 mm HPL Compact with rounded

Bench seat out of 10 mm HPL Compact on cantilevers,

processes within your complex. Handing out keys is a time

front edges. In this version, the bench is emphasised

fixed to the locker‘s body. The locker fronts are equipped

consuming job and requires functional storage systems,

more and appears to be more compact. The supporting

with bench plinths under the bench so that the full height

it does, however, enable personal contact and control. Coin-

structure corresponds to the standard version.

is maintained on the lockers’ inside. Colours can be freely

return systems entail less work at the reception and result in

Additional shoe rack out of anodised aluminium rods

selected in line with the current colour chart.

more freedom with regard to choosing a locker, given that
each visitor has the required coin at hand. Electronic locks

between the cantilevers.

can be combined with almost all billing and access control
systems. They may, however, mean more work with regard
setting up the network.

We shall be happy to assist you in deciding which system
is the right one for you. Our product range includes a great
variety of products from renowned manufacturers. Should
you not find what you require among our products or if you
have already decided on another lock, this is no problem,
as basically the following applies: Geschwender lockers
can be equipped with all locking systems available on the
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market.
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Locked Up?
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Possibility of locking after inserting a card which is
obtained at a machine or at the reception.
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The door is closed and opened through entering a

The most simple type of lock. Hasp locks which are the

number combination of your own choice. After usage, it is

customer’s own as well as those which can be rented at

automatically reset to enter mode. Additional possibility of

the reception can be used.

opening it with the master key. No separate key required.
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The most common type. High quality security lock cylin-
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der with a six-pin tumbler and a master key as a locking

Stand alone system. The door is opened and closed by

system with up to 1,200 various lockings. Lockers are

means of a transponder chip which can be integrated

allocated by means of handing out the key at the

in wrist bands, membership cards or something similar.

reception.

Locks require battery packs.
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Can be locked after inserting a coin or a token. Can be

The door is opened and closed by means of a transponder

set to all coins and currencies at the factory. Money is

chip just as above, but all locks are linked within a

returned after opening the locker. Lockers can be freely

network. All relevant data (status of the lock, attempts to

selected as the keys remain in the lock until they are

break it open, etc.) are reported to the main computer/

used.

server or to the reception. This is a fully powered system.
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Even top quality locks resist manipulation attempts only

Wrist bands, key rings, door number plates…
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to a certain degree. In order to increase the safety of

…complementary standard components in numerous

These function in the same way as the coin return

our lockers, all doors are equipped with a double clasp

shapes and colours, but also individual solutions, in

locks. The coin is, however, not returned to the user. In

security mechanism against force being applied. Thanks

particular in the case of door number plates, which

particularly appropriate for storage liable to costs (e.g.

to this mechanism, it is substantially more difficult to force

reflect high standards and elaborateness right down to

Skidepot).

the latch out of its locking position.

the smallest detail through special shapes, printed logos
or unusual materials.
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